PE- MONDAY AFTERNOON
Team games- catching and throwing and
negotiating spaces, as they move around large and
small areas. Using different sized balls which are
thrown at different speeds. Can they use just one
hand to catch the ball?

Communication and Language
We will be learning to:
• Develop our questioning skills
• Use how and why questions
• Confidently have a conversation with others
• Talk about our own experiences
• Respond to questions in full sentences
• Retell stories learnt in school and at home

Personal, Social and Emotional Development
The children will be creating their own vehicles, sharing
ideas and working together to solve problems and
challenges as they occur. The children will continue to
develop their team skills and turn taking/sharing through
our new resources and games which they will be able to
use outside.

Literacy

Foundation Stage 2

Numeracy

Physical Development

Our books for this half term are all based around our
focus of Trucks, Travel and Technology. We will be
unpicking the keys books looking at the characters,
settings and text used within them. With your support
the childrren have made amazing progress with their
reading and we ask that you contine to do this with
them at home. New Phonics sounds will be learnt daily
which the children will then apply in their reading and
writing. We are so proud of the children’s writing and
how much progress they have made, to build on this we
will be adding connectives into our sentences using
‘and/because’ creating complex sentences.

Spring Term 2:
Trucks, Travel and Technology
Learning together at home:
Every opportunity is a learning opportunity, so we
would love you to support your children learning as
we head into the second part of the academic
year. These areas of learning will all incorporate a
focus of transport, the use of the internet and
how to stay safe online. We are also interested in
the places you have visited and how you travelled
there. We look forward to having a fantastic
second half of the school year like we did the
first.

Wow we are really developing our knowledge of
teen numbers and are starting to look at bigger
numbers now from 16-20! The children will
continue to secure their understanding and use of
numicon shapes, 10’s frames, 10’ and one’s grids
and number blocks. We will also be exploring
measurements including: distance, size and weight.
How far do we travel to school? What is the
furthest we have ever travelled? How long will it
take us to travel to space?

Books we will be reading this half term:

Expressive Arts and Design
We will be creating our own vehicles and means of
transport which the children can then play with in
the small world area. IF YOU HAVE ANY
JUNK MODELLING RESOURCES AT HOME
PLEASE COULD YOU BRING THEM IN! This
could include cardboard tubes, yoghurt pots and

Knowledge and Understanding of the World
We will be focusing on technology and how this is
part of our lives. Within this we will be looking at
how technology works, the importance of online safety
and programming Bee Bots……which is great fun!!!
The children will continue to develop their ability to
use the IPads, as new App’s and games will be
installed for the children to use.

Once upon a time online
Whatever next
Here We Are
All Aboard for the BoBo Road

other recyclable materials.

